The “Monthly” in Phone Loser Monthly just might start meaning something from now on. A few weeks ago, The Great Carlito from Madhouse Live showed me this new thing called Patreon and I immediately set up an account to beg fans of PLA for money. I swear this isn’t just a get-rich-quick scheme for myself. The hope with all of this is to make a lot more happen with PLA, which has already begun. As of this writing, PLA is receiving over $500 per month from Patreon supporters and we’ve met 3 of the milestone goals, forcing me to create a new prank call album, blow some money on DJ drops for The Snow Plow Show and other shows on Carlito’s network, and I’m working on finishing up a new phone song. Soon I’ll be spending around $250 on some kick-ass Snow Plow Show vinyl stickers. And I’ve already purchased some new PLA stickers (the cheap kind) that you should hopefully receive in your PLA care package this month if you’re a contributor of $5 or more. If all goes well, we’ll see a new animated show (or maybe 2!) by the end of the year and maybe even a collectible vinyl record.

This is all thanks to people like you. Whether you’re giving $1 per month or $20, you’re helping tremendously with all the things I’m looking forward to doing with PLA. Many thanks from me and from all the other people who will be able to enjoy what you’re helping us all create!

Thanks, everyone!
RBCP

If you have no idea what I’m talking about, visit patreon.com/phonelosers to see how helping out benefits all of us.


Anything the PLA does that you don’t like is now the fault of the people listed here. They are fully to blame. Please direct all complaints and retaliation to them. Thank you.
What's really exciting about it this time around, though, is that its budget will be increased. I spent maybe $50 on that first episode. Having a larger budget will bring much cooler things to Telephone Falls. I'll be able to pay more voice actors, artists, and maybe even get someone else to animate or draw parts of it. Or at least I'll have more time myself to learn animation this time around.

You probably noticed the first episode included a ton of things by other people, not just PLA people. There was music by three different artists, a poster on the wall drawn by Matt Hillock, a show on TV by Vinnious Kreechum, and pranks by various people. That wasn't just me being lazy. I want Telephone Falls to be a giant art gallery of other people's creations and I'm hoping to have even more stuff by other people in this next episode. If you have anything to contribute toward the next episode, please get in touch with me soon so that we can work together to make this the best television show to ever not be on television.
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